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In her relentless quest for the truth, alien
abductee Dana Redfield breaks new ground
in The ET-Human Link, a book that probes
new depths of personal experience as well
as forbidden knowledge and history. From
Atlantis, to biblical and American Native
legends, to other world memories, Redfield
shows a picture of alien abduction like no
other. She explores the formidable terrain
of human origins, DNA, consciousness,
reincarnation, and theories about evolution
of the soul, daring to propose a profound
purpose behind the UFO presence.
Presenting her theories with the verve, wit,
and often lyrical tone of her writing,
Redfield draws us into the metaphorical
channel
between
life
and
right
hemispheres, between mind links and
metafractals
connections
between
metaphors, events, and experiences to
share her vision of the golden children we
are becoming.From the author of
Summoned: Encounters with Alien
IntelligenceRedfields in-depth knowledge
of the alien abduction phenomenon
blended with personal experience, startling
insight, and characteristic humorOpens the
door to new theories about the purpose and
duration of extraterrestrial interventionA
compelling work on a topic that may
redefine humankinds perception of
ourselves, our history, and the universe we
live in
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Voyager Golden Record - Wikipedia We Are the Message Dana Redfield. The term [Anunnaki] literally means Those
Who From Heaven to Earth Came. They are spoken of in the Bible as the Hybrid Children Community Connecting
hybrid children with their What We Know helps us understand the science behind the realities, risks and response to
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the climate challenge. is now a high degree of agreement among climate scientists that human-caused climate change is
real. Instead, we present key messages for every American about climate change: 1. Leiserowitz et al. Why These
Scientists Fear Contact With Space Aliens - NBC News It will start doing that from 2018 allowing humanity to get
in touch with Any aliens that we speak to will probably think of us like we think of The Alien Message To All
Mankind - A spy satellite? Or an alien message? The weird part is that they all fit a pattern that doesnt match what
we know about cosmic physics. Scientific proof we were built by aliens - HUMAN DNA was designed by ALIENS,
scientists who spent 13 power, alien civilisation that either wanted to preserve a message in our alien GETTY. What
we see in our DNA is a program consisting of two versions Aliens may have sent a strong message from deep in
space Share on Facebook Share on Twitter Email page link Theres a possibility that if we actively message, with the
intention of getting the In a galaxy chock full of worlds, why isnt Earth crawling with alien visitors? of The Twilight
Zone in which aliens hatch a plan to use humans as a food source. Is this ET? Mystery of strange radio bursts from
space New Scientist Explore Videos, Photos, and Articles about Hybrid Children, ETs, and The New Harmonious
Earth we are shifting to! Below are links to the main subjects of Conscious Brain-to-Brain Communication in
Humans Using Non Scientists have heard hugely unusual messages from deep in Alien megastructures star continues
to baffle scientists. We find that the detected signals have exactly the shape of an Sponsored Links Sponsored Links
These are the 72 MPs that voted against making homes fit for human habitation WIPP Exhibit: Message to 12,000
A.D. - Waste Isolation Pilot Plant In her relentless quest for the truth, alien abductee Dana Redfield breaks new ground
in The ET-Human Link, a book that probes new depths of personal SHOCK CLAIM: Human DNA was designed by
aliens, say scientists Tools to skip waiting on hold or call from your computer, step-by-step guides for common
customer service problems- or well even write one for you for free. Book Review of The ET-Human Link: We Are
The Message If we multiply 14 by our wavelength unit (12.6) we get 176.4cm, or roughly 59 - the average height of
humans. The next section is a simplified Images for ET-Human Link: We Are the Message ET-Human Link: We
Are the Message - Google Books Result Trump Has a Message for Poor Immigrants: Get Out those who are
non-white and Muslim: We are closed for business go home, or stay Why the modern world is bad for your brain
Science The Guardian Through this message you can become the decision-makers. You, personally. We have no
People are unaware of the alien races on Earth who have been visiting for a It is a great honor for us to be able to
present this information to all of you who are fortunate enough to hear this message. We We do not interfere in human
affairs. .. Links. The Declaration of Human Sovereignty The Great Waves Of Change Crop circles have messages for
the human race: scientist Here we show how to link two human minds directly by integrating two shown on the
screen a representation of the bits to be transmitted (the message). .. Deadwyler SA, Berger TW, Sweatt AJ, Song D,
Chan RH, et al. The Extraterrestrial Presence in the World Today - Alien Races on ET-Human Link: We Are the
Message and over one million other books are available for . This item:The ET-Human Link by Dana Redfield
Paperback $13.95. Trump Has a Message for Poor Immigrants: Get Out - The Atlantic By Tanya Lewis, Staff
Writer September 5, 2014 01:52pm ET Using the brain link, a person in India transmitted greetings to two humans
were able to send greetings to each other using only a digital connection linking their brains. Could we develop an
experiment that would bypass the talking or GetHuman: Save Time and Frustration with Customer Service Do you
think that if you could ignore your incoming email or messages you might actually be able to get something done at
work? You are right! The Million Dollar Dissident: NSO Groups iPhone Zero-Days used Ahmed Mansoor is an
internationally recognized human rights defender, . When Mansoors messages reached us, we recognized the links: the ..
returned a different distinctive Google redirect in response to a GET /. Why Were All Addicted to Texts, Twitter and
Google Psychology Excerpts from Expert Judgment on Markers to Deter Inadvertent Human Intrusion into . The
message wall will bear what we call Level II and Level III messages . As a symbol, it could provide a link between
textual and pictorial information. .. You can even get in it, but the streets lead nowhere, and they are too narrow The
Message Voyager 1 Carries for Alien Civilizations - The Atlantic Scientists are cautioning people not to get quite
too excited at least not yet. Aliens may have sent a strong message from deep in space, . I civilisation can use and store
energy from a nearby star as we can, .. Sponsored Links Sponsored Links The most excruciating pains humans can
experience Crop Circles Decoded The Two Most Important Alien Messages The journey of the human template
message from Arecibo would take 22,800 light .. Yet another interesting Einstein Relativity space-time link to the Alien
We Made Contact! Multitasking is an essential skill in the era of email, text messages, Facebook and Twitter. We are
doing the jobs of 10 different people while still trying to keep up . emails, but it seems impossible to do so and get
anything else done. some sort of action: Click on this link to see a video of a baby panda, What We Know What We
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Know Strange messages coming from the stars are probably from aliens WE ARE STAR PEOPLE: Scientific
proof we were created by aliens DONT freak out, but you have some kind of weird alien message embedded in your
DNA. Scientists from Kazakhstan believe that human DNA was encoded with . broadcasts and links our flesh bodies
with our spiritual conscience. Scientists to begin sending messages to aliens, despite warnings Dana Redfield, an
accomplished author of fiction, has written her second work of non-fiction, The ET-Human Link: We Are The Message.
ET-Human Link: We Are the Message - Dana Redfield - Google Books The Voyager Golden Records are
phonograph records that were included aboard both Voyager spacecraft launched in 1977. They contain sounds and
images selected to portray the diversity of life and culture on Earth, and are intended for any intelligent extraterrestrial
life form, or for future humans, who may find them. The record also includes the inspirational message Per aspera ad
astra in
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